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Abstract— Software testing has been considered as the most 

important and time-consuming part of software development 

life cycle. Around 60% of resources and money are cast-off 

for the testing of software. Testing is the process of 

identifying or catching defects in the software. Testing is 

used to confirm that product/software that has been 

manufactured by programmer is a quality product and to 

assure that the manufactured product is working according 

to the customer requirement specification. Testing can be 

manual or automated. There are many test techniques that 

help in detecting the bugs. So, in this paper we describe 

about the most commonly used testing methods and 

strategies for the error detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software Testing is a method to check whether the actual 

software product matches expected requirements and to 

ensure that software product is defect free. It involves 

execution of software/system components using manual or 

automated tools to evaluate one or more properties of 

interest. The purpose of software testing is to identify errors, 

gaps or missing requirements in contrast to actual 

requirements. Software Testing is Important because if there 

are any bugs or errors in the software, it can be identified 

early and can be solved before delivery of the software 

product. Properly tested software product ensures reliability, 

security and high performance which further results in time 

saving, cost effectiveness and customer satisfaction. 

Software testing is a very broad area, which involves many 

technical and non-technical areas, such as specification, 

design and implementation, maintenance, process and 

management issues in software engineering. Our study 

focuses on the art of testing techniques, as well as the latest 

techniques which representing the future direction of this 

area [1] [2] 

Here are the benefits of using software testing: 

 Cost-Effective: It is one of the important advantages of 

software testing. Testing any IT project on time helps 

you to save your money for the long term. In case if the 

bugs caught in the earlier stage of software testing, it 

costs less to fix. 

 Security: It is the most vulnerable and sensitive benefit 

of software testing. People are looking for trusted 

products. It helps in removing risks and problems 

earlier. 

 Product quality: It is an essential requirement of any 

software product. Testing ensures a quality product is 

delivered to customers. 

 Customer Satisfaction: The main aim of any product is 

to give satisfaction to their customers. UI/UX Testing 

ensures the best user experience. 

The two most important type of testing is 

1) White box testing: testing each and every line of the 

code. It is the detailed investigation of internal logic and 

structure of the code. In white box testing it is necessary 

for a tester to have full knowledge of source code.  

2) Black box testing: it is testing the functionality or 

behavior of an application against customer requirement 

specification. In black box testing it is not necessary for 

a tester to have knowledge on programming language. 

II. WHITE BOX TESTING 

Looking into the source code check whether each and every 

line of code is working as expected or not is called white 

box testing. Developer is responsible for doing white box 

testing. Since the code is visible, it is also called as unit 

testing, open box testing, glass box testing, structural 

testing, transparent testing and mutational testing. Here 

developer will open the source code, identify the wrong and 

correct the code [3] 

Some important types of white box testing 

techniques are briefly described below: 

 
1) Path testing:  

it is also called as cyclomatic complexity testing. Here 

developer will write the flowchart and test each and every 

individual paths. Developer pass the input parameter to 

every path and the code. If any error developer analyzes the 

code and fix the defect and again test the same pat and 

continues testing. 

Some of the advantages of path testing are: 

1) Developer can find defect in the early stage itself. 

2) Developer can ensure that there is no duplicate path. 

3) Developer can ensure that each and every individual 

paths are thoroughly tested.  

2) Conditional Testing:  

it is also called as predicate testing. Here developer will test 

code for logical conditionals that is for both true and false 

conditions and ensure that code is working for both true and 

false conditions because chances are there sometimes code 

might work for true condition and code might not work for 

false condition and vice versa. So to make sure that code is 

working for both true and false condition developer should 

do conditional testing. 

3) Loop Testing:  

Here developer will test the loop and ensure that loop is 

repeating for all the defined number of cycles and also 
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developer make sure that terminating conditions is working 

properly or not. 

If the loop is running for less no of times, then 

developer will do loop testing manual. Suppose if loop is 

written for more number of times, doing loop testing manual 

is very tough job for developer so they go automation. 

4) Unit Testing:  

Here customer gives the requirement and developer will 

write main programs and corresponding test program in the 

same language and the run the test program against the main 

program where in test program automatically test the main 

program and gives the result as pass or fail. This is called 

unit testing.  

While doing unit testing we will come across 3 different 

cases: 

1) Case1: Assume that there is an error in test program in 

this case developer will fix the error in test program and 

run the test program against corresponding main 

program till the result is pass. 

2) Case2: Assume that there is an error in main program in 

this case developer will fix the error in main program 

and run the corresponding test program against the main 

program and chances are there fixing defect in main 

program might affect other main programs so dev will 

run the entire unit test suit. 

3) Case3. Assume that customer will change the 

requirement for any one module then dev will modify 

main program and corresponding test program and runs 

the test program against main program. Changing the 

requirement for any module might affect other modules 

so developers will run the entire unit test suit. 

5) Testing the code from memory point of view:  

 By changing the logic of the code memory can be 

improved because writing logic varies from person to 

person. 

 If there is repetition of same code or duplication of 

code, we can convert the code into generic function or 

user defined function. 

 By removing unwanted/unused functions and 

commands, memory can be improved. 

 By using Built-in/ In-Built function we can improve the 

memory. 

 By removing the dead code, it is possible to improve 

the memory. 

 By removing unused variables, we can improve the 

memory. 

6) Testing the code from performance point of view: 

 By writing good logic, performance can be improved 

 Instead of using ‘Nested if’ we can go for switch cases 

to improve performance 

 AND and OR operator should be properly used while 

writing conditional cases. 

III. BLACK BOX TESTING 

Verifying or testing the functionality or behavior of an 

application against customer requirement specification is 

called Black Box testing. Test Engineers are responsible for 

doing black box testing. Here test engineer will not look into 

the source code, where in test engineers will open the 

application or software and test the functionality of an 

application against CRS. Since the code is not visible, it is 

called closed box testing. It is also called as Functionality 

testing or Behavioral testing.[4][5] 

Some important types of black box testing 

techniques are briefly described below: 

 
1) Functional Testing:  

Testing each and every components of an application 

thoroughly or rigorously against CRS is called as Functional 

testing. It is also called as component testing. Here test 

engineer will take each and every individual fields and enter 

all possible scenarios/inputs against CRS. 

There are 3 types of functional testing 

1) Over testing/ Exhaustive testing: Testing each and 

every components of application by entering data/inputs 

which does not make any sense. 

Drawback: waste of time. 

2) Under testing: Testing each and every components of an 

application by entering insufficient set of data. 

Drawback: Test engineer has missed out lot of 

scenarios/inputs. 

Test engineer will miss lot of defects. 

Software quality will not be good. 

3) Optimized testing: Testing each and every components 

of an application by entering data which make sense. 

Advantage: Test engineer not miss any scenarios/inputs. 

Test engineer will not miss any defects. 

Software quality will be good. 

2) Integration testing:  

Testing the dataflow or interface between two or more 

modules is called as integration testing. If there is a 

dependency between the modules, then have to do 

integration testing. 

How to identify Integration Scenarios? 

1) First we need to understand the complete project, it 

means you should understand how each and every 

features should work. 

2) Understand how features are linked/dependent on each 

other 

3) Identify all possible scenarios. 

4) Prioritize the scenarios. 

5) Document the scenarios. 

6) Write Test case for the scenarios. 

7) Test the software by executing Integration test case. 

8) While testing software if any defects is identified 

communicate to developer. 

9) Here also do both positive and negative integration test. 

3) System Testing:  

It is an end to end testing done by the test engineers in 

testing server or environment similar to the production 

server. 

Here test engineer navigates through all the 

features and check whether the end feature or last feature is 

working as expected or not. while doing end to end testing 

we are least bother about functional testing and integration 
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testing because before we start doing end to end testing 

already done with those test. 

 When to go for system testing? 

 When minimum bunch of modules are ready 

 Basic functionalities of all modules should be working 

fine. 

 Product should be relatively stable (no blocker/Defect) 

 When we start getting less number of requirements. 

4) Acceptance testing:  

It is an end to end testing done by the end users/customers 

wherein they use software for real time business for some 

particular period of time and check whether software can 

handle all the real time business scenarios and situations. 

It is called as ‘UAT’ – User Acceptance Testing – 

in service based company and ‘FAT’-Final Acceptance 

Testing in product based companies. 

Why customer will do Acceptance Testing? 

 To get confidence on the product/software 

 To ensure that product meets the business requirement. 

 To make sure that software company is not developing 

wrong features. 

 Chances are their due to company pressure might have 

missed few defects 

What are types of Acceptance Testing? 

1) User Acceptance Testing: It is done by end user 

wherein they use software for real time business. 

2) Operational Acceptance Testing: It is done by IT 

engineer where in use software for different platforms 

and configurations. 

3) Contract Acceptance Testing: Here acceptance will be 

done as per the contract signed. 

4) Compliance Acceptance Testing: Here acceptance 

testing will be done to check whether software meets 

the government rules, regulations, safety and legal 

policies. 

5) Beta Testing: it is done by the end user wherein they 

use software and give feedback to the company. 

 
Fig. 1: END-TO-END Testing 

There are few other test done on software to check 

their completeness 

A. Reliability testing:  

Testing the functionality of an application continuously for a 

particular period is called as reliability testing. It is mainly 

done for standalone and client application. Doing reliability 

testing manually is very tough job. So we can use some 

automation tools to do reliability testing 

Example: Paint (Standalone)  

 

B. Recovery testing:  

It is used to test the functionality of the application to check 

how well the application recover from crashes or disaster. It 

mainly done for standalone and client –server application. 

Example: 

 Standalone Application –Browser (Mozilla) 

 Switch on your computer 

 Open browser Mozilla 

 Open few applications 

 Switch off the power supply (Browser will get crashed 

and closed) 

 Switch on the system 

 Open same Mozilla browser 

 We should get a pop like 

 
 If the above popup is not displayed, then it is a defect. 

C. Smoke Testing:  

Testing the basic features and critical features of an 

application before doing thorough/rigorous testing is called 

as Smoke testing. It is also called as Sanity testing, Dry 

testing, Skim testing, Build verification testing, Health 

check for product. Due to this testing test engineer can find 

blockers defect in the early stage itself. Developer will get 

sufficient time to fix the defect. 

Here we take every basic and critical features and 

test for 1 or 2 important scenarios. Have do only positive 

testing. To check whether software is testable or not, we 

should do smoke testing. 

D. Compatibility Testing:  

Compatibility testing, part of software is testing conducted 

on the application to evaluate the applications with the 
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computing environment. Computing environment may 

contain some or all of the below mentioned elements:  

 Database (Oracle, Sybase, DB2, etc.)  

 Other System Software (Web server, 

networking/messaging tool, etc.)  

 Browser Compatibility (Firefox, Netscape, Internet 

Explorer, Safari, etc.) 

IV. FUTURE OF SOFTWARE TESTING 

With the changing trends in the software industry, software 

testing too changes. The existing new technologies like 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), wireless technologies, 

mobile services etc. has opened new path to testing. Some of 

the changes which we will see in the industry over the next 

few years are listed below:  

 Testers will provide light weight models that developers 

can run against their codes.  

 Early review and modeling will expose many 

ambiguous bugs.  

 As in the future developer’s code is full of testability 

hooks, errors will be more detectable.  

 Static analyzer (detection tools) will come in main 

stream.  

 Useful matrices such as spec coverage, model coverage 

and code coverage drives the projects.  

 Combinatorial tools will allow testers to prioritize their 

testing.  

 The testers will provide visible and value added 

services throughout the software development process.  

 Tester can develop test harnesses stubs and drivers 

written in and interacting with a variety of 

programmatic languages.  

White Box Testing Black Box Testing 

Full knowledge of internal 

working 

Programming knowledge is 

not required 

It is performed by developers 

and testers 
It is performed by testers 

Potentially most exhaustive 

and time consuming 

It is least exhaustive and 

time consuming 

Test better: data domains and 

internal boundaries 

It can test only by trial and 

error method 

It is suited for algorithm 

testing (suited for all) 

Not suited for algorithm 

testing 

Table 1: Comparison between Two Forms of Testing 

Techniques 

V. CONCLUSION 

We can define software testing as an activity aimed at 

evaluating an attribute, or capability of a program to 

determine, that it meets its required specification. Software 

testing can provide an independent view of the software to 

allow the business to appreciate and understand the risk of 

software implementation.  

To carry out software testing in a more effective 

manner, in our paper we have described and compared two 

main software testing techniques. 
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